INTRODUCTION
The Blue Band predictions of the light Higgs parti cle masses [4] 114.4 GeV < m h < 134 GeV are based on the belief in that the minimal Standard Model of the electro-weak interactions can describe amplitudes of all elementary particle processes. This minimal Stan dard Model does not contain heavy fermions, SUSY generalization, and other modifications that accom pany the accepted cosmological ΛCold Dark Matter Model [5] .
The Hamlet question of the modern physics is "To be Λ and Cold Dark Matter, or not to be?" Large had ron collider (LHC) is needed to reply to this question.
In the present paper, we show that a part of func tions of LHC can be covered by the present day cos mological data described in the framework of an alter native cosmological model compatible with the physi cal content of the minimal Blue Band Standard Model. This model can be formulated on the way of generalization of the Poincare group as the basis of all relativistic physics beginning with the relativistic transformations of the Cosmic Microwave Back ground and galaxy superclusters and finishing with the Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles and the QFT axiomatics [3] . It is sufficient to add to the Poincare group only ten proper affine transforma tions, and the affine group of all linear transformations of four dimensional space time arises as the basis of the gravitation theory, as it was shown by V.I. Ogie 1 The article is published in the original.
vetsky [1, 2] . In the joint nonlinear realization [6, 7] of the affine and conformal groups, the new ten affine transformation parameters are identified with ten gravitons as the Bogoliubov Goldstone modes accom panying the spontaneous affine and conformal sym metry breaking.
However, the affine conformal gravitation theory differs from the Einstein one. The new fact is the con formal symmetry broken by the nonsingular initial data. The conformal symmetry can be included into affine theory by the Dirac version of the geometry of similarity [8] . The latter means that measurable quantities are identified with the conformal ones for which the cos mological scale factor is identified with the zeroth har monics of the dilaton scalar field that changes masses but not distances . In this case introduction of the Λ term can be completely avoided [9, 10, 11] . In this con text we emphasize that SNela data reveal that observa tional distances R SNela are greater than the distances predicted by the accepted cosmology with the massive matter dominance Ӎ 1. There two possibilities to increase these distances. First of them is to suppose the Λ-term dominance R SNela = and the second is the Dirac geometry of similarity, where the real measurable distance becomes greater because it acquires an additional z factor. In this case, the SNela data requires the dominance of the kinetic energy of an additional sterile scalar field Q with R SNela =
(1 + z) [9] . Abstract-The evolution of the Universe is considered by means of a nonlinear realization of affine and con formal symmetries via Maurer-Cartan forms. Conformal symmetry is realized by the geometry of similarity with the Dirac scalar dilaton. We provide preliminary quantitative evidence that the zeroth harmonic of the Dirac scalar dilaton may lead to observationally viable cosmology, where the type la supernova luminosity dis tances-redshift relation can be explained by vacuum dilaton dark energy. The diffeo-invariance of spin connection coefficients of the affine formulation leaves only one degree of freedom of strong gravitation waves. We discuss that the dark matter effect in spiral galaxies can be described by the gravitation waves expressed through the spin connection coefficients of the affine formulation. We show that, the evolution equations of the affine gravitons with respect to the dilaton zeroth mode coincide with the equations of "squeezed oscillator". The list of theoretical and observational arguments is given in favor of that the origin of the Universe can be described by quantum vacuum creation of these squeezed oscillators. DOI: 10.1134/S1547477111030034
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Thus, the affine gravitation theory differs from the initial Einstein theory by the dilaton geometry of sim ilarity and the Maurer-Cartan forms as objects of the Lorentz transformations m the tangent Minkowskian space time. In the present paper, within this affine gravitation theory we will attempt to provide a novel view on the topical problems of the modern cosmol ogy (see [5] ) including dark matter, dark energy, and the Planck epoch at the beginning of the Universe.
The content of the paper is the following. Section 2 is devoted to a version of General Relativity obtained in [2] as joint nonlinear realization of affine and con formal symmetries and adapted to the Dirac geometry of similarity [8] . Section 3 considers the frame of ref erence defined as the Dirac ADM foliation [12, 13] . Section 4 is devoted to the cosmology as a representa tion of the Poincare group. In Sections 5, we study the problems of energy and the Hamiltonian evolution in GR. The strong graviton is considered in Section 6. In Section 7, we consider the evolution equations of gravi tons and their quantum vacuum creation. In Section 8 we consider a possible unification of the GR and SM, so that the Higgs scalar field evolution with respect to the dilaton zeroth mode is consistent with the squeezed oscillator dynamics. In Appendix A, we briefly reca pitulate the standard Hamiltonian approach in terms of the Cartan forms in order to compare with our approach. Appendix B is devoted to the dilaton cos mological perturbation theory.
REALIZATION OF AFFINE & CONFORMAL SYMMETRIES
The nonlinear realization of affine A(4) and con formal C symmetries in the factor space A(4) ⊗ C/L with the Lorentz subgroup L of the stable vacuum was constructed in [1] .
According to a general theory of the nonlinear real ization [6, 7] of an affine group G, the basic elements are the subgroup of the vacuum stability L and finite transformations G = e iP x e iR h in the factor space A(4)/L. Here, these transformations deals with four coordinates x μ and ten Goldstone fields, h (α)(β) , gravi tons, multiplied by the operators of shift P and proper affine transformations R, respectively [1]. Further, the infinitesimal transformation for the affine group is which yields the Maurer-Cartan forms (introduced in the GR by Fock and Cartan [14, 15] via the diffeo-iuvariant simplex components (2.1) and Maurer-Cartan forms (2.2) and (2.3) [14, 15, 16; 17] in the local tangent Minkowskian space with the met ric η (α)(β) = Diag (1, -1, -1, -1) . We recall that, in contrast to the standard approaches (where the main relativistic covariant objects are the coordinate param eters x μ ), in our approach the objects of relativistic transformations are the Maurer-Cartan forms.
Following Dirac [8] , in order to introduce the con formal symmetry of the GR as the nonlinear realiza tion of a joint affine and conformal symmetries, we employ the dilaton scalar field D. This nonlinear real ization contains the dilaton D as the BogoliubovGoldstone particle accompanying the spontaneous conformal symmetry breaking.
Exploiting the conformal symmetry one can see that this nonlinear realization [1] coincides with the
